Installation Guidelines
1. GUARANTEE AND MAINTENANCE

Before discarding any packaging for ancillary

Failure to install a composite door product in accordance

components which may be supplied loose, particularly

with published guidelines may result in reduced levels of

lever handles. Check that all ancillary components

performance and may invalidate any applicable product

required are accounted for.

guarantee.

NOTE: composite doorsets must be stored in a dry

Failure to carry out regular and routine service and

location prior to installation. Prolonged exposure to

maintenance may also result in reduced levels of

moisture may invalidate any applicable product

performance and may invalidate any applicable product

guarantee

guarantee.

3.2 GENERAL

2. REMOVAL OF EXISTING DOORSETS
2.1 CARE OF THE PROPERTY
Care should be taken to avoid soiling of, or damage to
floor coverings and needless damage to decorations.
Damage will inevitably be caused to the reveals adjacent

The importance of installing doorset outerframes plumb
and square within the aperture, without twist, racking or
distortion of any member, cannot be overemphasised.
Repeatedly check the squareness and alignment of the
outerframe during the process of installation.

to the installation, and reasonable care must be taken to

3.3 POSITIONING OF DOORSETS

keep this to a minimum.

The positioning of the new frame in the aperture is

It is good practice to install and seal new doorsets on the
same day that the existing doorsets are removed, to

fundamental to the success of the installation. In general
the replacement doorset shall:

maintain security and the weather tightness of the

 Bridge the cavity.

structure. This is essential with fire doorsets.

 Cover the DPC.

The method used to minimise damage to the structure

 Be set back as far as possible in the aperture to

and its finishings usually results in the removed sub-sill
being unsuitable for further use. If the sub-sill is made
from concrete, slate, bricks or tile, then it may be left in
position for re-use if noted on the surveyor’s notes on the

minimise exposure to the elements.
3.4 FIXING METHOD
Fixing methods will be influenced by movement:

product survey sheet, providing any defects are

 The presence or absence of a wall cavity.

remedied.

 The nature of any cavity.

3. INSTALLATION – REPLACEMENT
3.1 PRE-INSTALLATION CHECKS
Prior to commencing any installation work, the sizes,

 The relative positions of the frame and cavity.
 The position of the plaster line, and the need to
preserve the interior decorations.

type, and condition of all doorsets should be checked

 The design of the reveal.

against both the survey sizes as well as the actual

3.4.1 Fixings

aperture sizes. You should also check that the handing

There are two principal methods of fixing available:

and opening are correct and the manufactured product is

 Through-frame fixings.

correct to the surveyor’s product survey sheet.

 Lug fixings.

The doorset specification, including hardware, glazing
and door style, should be checked against the order
acknowledgement provided by the doorset supplier.

Only through-frame fixings are recommended for the
fixing of PVC-U outerframed composite doorsets and
these must be used for fixing fire doorsets.

Through-frame fixings should be plastic sheathed of

3.4.2 Fixing positions

minimum 100mm length, and shall penetrate a minimum

The door (and side screens/top lights where required)

of 50mm into the substrate for non-fire rated composite

are to be installed to BS8213-4:2016 for non-fire rated

doors. Please refer to the supplier for the frame fixings

products. Generally, only two sides of the frame shall be

for use in fixing of fire rated doors based the surrounding

secured using the following guidelines to determine the

substrate where the door is to be installed

fixing spacings:

The head of any through-frame fixing must be seated

 Corner fixings should be a minimum of 150mm and a

beneath the outer wall of the plastic outerframe member
within the hollow chamber to prevent distortion or

maximum of 250mm in from the external corner.

 No mullion or transom fixings should be closer than

cracking of the frame. A larger hole than that required for

150mm, or further than 250mm from the centre line of

the fixing will need to be drilled in the outermost wall of

a mullion or transom.

the plastic outerframe member only, into which a cover
cap should be inserted.
NOTE: Other proprietary mechanical fixing methods are
available. Prior to their use, it shall be determined that

 Intermediate fixings should be at centres no greater
than 600mm.

 There must be a minimum of 2 fixings on each jamb

these are satisfactory by obtaining suitable third party

NOTE: Mechanical fixings to the head of the frame may

assessment, for example the client or the supplier of the

be required on some installations and is left to the

frame fixings purchased

measuring surveyor of the client’s discretion. If a fixing is

Fig. 1 Acceptable positioning of frame fixings
Preferred option

required it should be no closer than 200mm from the
corner of the frame.
NOTE: If it is impossible to find a suitable fixing position,
then the nearest possible fixing should be used.
Fig 2. Example fixing positions.
For fixing spacing guidelines see the above.

Secondary option

3.4.3 Use of installation packers
Appropriately sized installation packers shall be used
adjacent to fixing positions to prevent outer frame
distortion during installation. Installation packers should
be incompressible, resistant to rot and corrosion, and
span the full width of the outer frame profile. For fire
doorsets they should be of a hard, stable material.

The fixings should be tightened so that the frame is held

4.2 NON-FIRE RESISTING DOORSETS

securely against the packers. Take care not to over-

No joint width shall be designed to be less than 5mm.

tighten the screws and distort the frame.

Local variations in the line of the brickwork may create

NOTE: packers shall be used adjacent to hinge/locking
points.
3.4.4 Fixing a fire doorset that includes a toplight or
sidelight
The beading should be removed to enable the glass
unit/infill panel to be removed for the combination frame
to be installed. Sideslights over 600mm wide contain
glazing retention clips at 600mm centres. The outer clips

gaps greater than 5mm, the following examples illustrate
common cases for filling these gaps.
4.2.1 Sealing gaps up to 6mm
For non-fire resisting doorsets, gaps up to 6mm in width
can be sealed solely with a ribbon of silicone sealant. In
all cases the sealant should fill the gap to a depth no less
than the width of the gap; a backing strip may be used to
limit the amount of silicone used.

will require removal to allow extraction of the infill

Backing strips can be either foam, compressible, or

panel/glass unit.

expandable strips, or 'in-situ' expanded foam. Any such

The frame is fixed as per the guidelines in 3.4.2.for the

materials must be compatible with plastic outerframes.

perimeter of the frame into the opening. If the side light

Priming of either the substrate or the frame is generally

or toplight has to be coupled then the frame will need to

unnecessary when using quality sealants. However if the

be coupled in accordance with the system supplier’s

substrate is friable, or there are residual remains of

instructions.

previously applied sealant then primer may need to be

After refitting the glass unit/infill panel the glazing
retention clips must be refitted prior to reinstating the

applied to the aperture surface to ensure adequate
bonding.

glazing bead. All toplights and sidelights below 600mm

4.2.2 Sealing gaps between 6mm and 15mm

wide do not require glazing retention clips and instead

When sealing gaps between 6mm and 15mm, the use of

use a continuous bead of intumescent mastic laid around

a backing material is essential. This is also needed when

the frame stop for the glass unit/infill panel to bed onto.

the gap varies such that locally it exceeds 6mm.

The glass is then replaced and the glazing bead refitted.

4.2.3 Sealing gaps over 15mm

Failure to reassemble the toplight/sidelight correctly may

Design widths above 15mm are not recommended and

result in reduced performance and could invalidate any

should not be necessary in UK conditions. Where this is

applicable product guarantee.

due to mis-measure or irregular brickwork, reduce the

3.5 FINISHING OFF AND MAKING GOOD
3.5.1 General
Efforts must be made during installation to ensure that
debris such as wet plaster does not foul drainage paths
nor impair operation of hardware. Neither sand and

gap to the design joint width using the systems supplier’s
frame add on packing pieces.
4.2.4 Sealing at heads
There should be an expansion gap between 5mm and
10mm at the head of the frame.

cement, nor plaster should be used to fill the gap

4.3 FIRE RESISTING DOORSETS

between the frame and the structural opening.

For fire doorsets, the perimeter door frame to structural

All protective films placed on the outerframe profiles and
door facings should be removed as soon as the
installation is finished, and prior to perimeter sealing.

opening gap must be sealed for fire and smoke stopping
as well as to prevent water and air leakage.
4.3.1 Sealing gaps up to 5mm
For fire doorsets the designed joint widths should never

4. PERIMETER SEALING

be more than 5mm. These gaps must be completely

4.1 GENERAL

sealed on both sides for the full perimeter of the frame

The purpose of a perimeter sealant is to prevent water

with a 10mm depth of acrylic intumescent mastic fire

and air leakage between the aperture and the doorset.

tested to BS 476: Part 20.

4.3.2 Sealing gaps between 6mm and 15mm
Large and irregular gaps must be completely filled for the

AREA TO BE CHECKED

full perimeter of the frame using any of the following fire
stopping material methods fire tested to BS 476: Part 20:

 mineral wool capped on both sides with a 10mm
depth of acrylic intumescent mastic.

 intumescent plaster.

3. Doorset clean and all protective film
removed?
4. Check for weld cracks, clean & consistent
shadow grooves?
5. Check for damage to surrounding
aperture?

 intumescent dry foam expanding joint filler.
 intumescent expanding polyurethane foam.

6. Check all internal trims installed
correctly?

4.4 DRAINAGE

7. Check site clean and all debris removed?

When sealing perimeter joints take care to ensure any
drainage channels are not blocked or obstructed.

Glazing
1. Glazing as specified?

5. FINAL INSPECTION

2. No cracks, scratches on glass, or signs
of sealed unit failure?

5.1 CHECKLIST
After installation, a Final Inspection should be carried out
to ensure that the installation is of the highest standard.
There should be a formal procedure for checking the
installation, which should use a checklist to ensure that

3. Obscure glasses oriented correctly?
Doorset operation
1. Door leaf opens & closes correctly?

all relevant points are checked.

2. No air gaps between frame seal and door
leaf?

A general checklist is provided in Table 1 (below). It is

3. No scraping/rubbing between hooks and
strikers?

advisable that these checks are carried out in the
presence of the client. It is good practice to ensure that
the customer is familiar with the method of operation of

4. When doors slam, no mullion bounce,
nor outer frame movement?

the installed doorsets.

5. All hardware correctly lubricated?

5.2 DOORSET OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Operating features such as key locks, hook-bolts and

6. All hardware attached with correct
number of fixings?

latches shall be checked and should be demonstrated so

Fixing

that the client and tenant know how to use them. This is
especially important in the case of exits that may be used
in fires. Such training is best supplemented with written

1. Through-frame fixings used at correct
distances?

operating and maintenance instructions which are

2. Fixing heads located within frame profile
and cover caps fitted?

available from the doorset supplier.

Sealing

Service and maintenance guidelines shall also be

1. Sealant joints have smooth finish, and
are of correct shape?

obtained and provided to the client.

2. Sealant to be continuous around frame
run?

Table 1. Final inspection checklist

AREA TO BE CHECKED
Visual Appearance
1. Doorsets installed plumb, square and
vertical?
2. Exposed faces free from surface
damage?

OK?
YES/NO

3. No excess sealant to be present on
frame faces?
Drainage
1. Threshold drainage channels free from
obstructions?
2. Sub-sill end caps in place, and attached
firmly?

OK?
YES/NO

